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Tirre - location Traces of Sablefish Tag Recoveries Released By 
U.S. National Marine Fisheries Service and Fisheries Agency of Japan 

1972-83 

INI'ROOUCTICN 

This re!_X)rt describes the recoveries up to 1983 of sablefish, 

Anoplopoma fimbria, tagged and released since 1972 by the U.S. National 

Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and the Fish~ry Agency of Japan (JFA) in 

the northeastern Pacific Ocean. These data were obtained fran a 

corrputer file maintained by the Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center 

and fran documents sul:roitted to the International North Pacific 

Fisheries Conmission (INPFC) by JFA. 

The objective of this re!_X)rt is to provide an efficient presenta

tion of the data with a minimum of smrmarization and analysis to allow 

the reader to form his own interpretation of the migration irrplications 

of the data and to judge its quality and significance. The release and 

recovery of individual tags are shown on a tirre by location scale, which 

allows a reader familiar with the time and location specifics of the 

recovery and reporting efforts to potentially identify significant 

or misleading results. 

.METHODS 

Each tagged fish for which there is interpretable time and location 

information for both release and recovery is depicted on a graph. The 

horizontal axis of the graph is location as measured linearly from 180° 

W longitude on the Pacific side of the Aleutian Chain along the conti

nental slope to the southern border of California. The vertical axis 

represents either chronological time between the year 1972 and 1984 or 

an estimated fish age. Thus a tag can be represented as a directed line 

segrent or trace connecting the release and recovery coordinates of 

location and tirre. 
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The latitude and longitude of the release or recovery must be 

converted to location as defined for the horizontal axis. An approxi

mate contour of the continental shelf is detenuined as a fifth degree 

polynanial curve, relating degrees latitude to degrees longitude, fitted 

by least squares to points midway between the 100 fathan and 1,000 

fathan contour lines at various points along the continental slope as 

seen in National Ocean Survey chart #530. The position on this curve 

closest (as rreasured in degrees) to the actual latitude and longitude is 

defined as the value for the horizontal coordinate of the graph. 

The vertical axis is in years either chronological dates (1972-

1983) (figures 1-6) or age (figure 10). The tirres of release and 

recovery determine the values for the vertical coordinates of the end 

points of a trace. When the vertical axis is age, an age at release is 

carputed fran Bracken and Funk's (1983) log transformed allorretric 

growth m:xlel for Behm canal female sablefish where: log (length) = 3.43 

+ • 32 x log (age) • Age at recapture is ccrnputed by sUillning the carputed 

age at release and the elapsed tirre at large. 

The rroverrent of tagged fish between the western Gulf of Alaska and 

waters north of the Aleutian Chain is not efficiently represented by the 

tirre x location graphs just described; therefore those graphs are 

supplerrented by maps of the Shumigan, Aleutian and Bering Sea area 

showing locations of tags released and recovered in those areas. 

Often release and recovery data was incomplete but could be inter

preted into useable fonn. For exarrple, latitude and longitude was often 

omitted, but alternative infonnation was given. For the NMFS data, 

the INPFC statistical area was often given; for the Japanese data, a 

textual description was often entered. In these cases, an appropriate 

latitude and longitude was substituted (tables 1 and 2). Occasionally 

release dates were recorded as occurring after recovery dates, an 

obvious error. This error was often easily resolved by checking the tag 

number sequence and seeing that the dates were probably reversed. There 

were cases where there was not enough infonnation for confident 

interpretation and the tag was anitted fran the graph. 
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RESULTS 

A total of 2,700 recoveries of sablefish released by NMFS and 1,195 

recoveries released by Japan have been examined and 2,616 and 1,057 

respectively had infonnation interpretable for this report. M::)st of the 

tags recovered from NMFS releases result from tagging off Southeast 

Alaska and Washington, Oregon and California. Very few if any tags were 

released by NMFS £ran waters north or west of Southeast Alaska or from 

waters off British Columbia. The tagging occurred during studies 

carried out in 1972 to 1975 and during the years of the NMFS sablefish 

pot index fran 1978 to present. The release of tags by Japan occurred 

throughout the Gulf of Alaska £ran southeastern Alaska to the Aleutian 

Peninsula and Eastern Bering Sea, rrostly from 1978 to present, during 

the joint U.S./Japan longline survey. Very few recoveries resulted from 

releases prior to the survey. 

The results of tags released by NMFS were divided into three length 

at release ranges, small <57 an, medium ~57<67 an, and large ~67 an 

(figures 1, 2 and 3). The small fish which migrated rapidly over long 

distances, rroved counter clockwise in the northeast Pacific as evidenced 

by westward rrovernent from the Southeast area, northwestward rrovement 

from the Columbia area, and northward rrovernent fran the Conception area. 

on the other hand, small fish released fran the Southeast area in 1972 

and 1973 indicate a southward or clockwise rrovanent, but the net rate of 

rroverrent is slow with rrost of the recoveries occurring six or rrore years 

after release. 

The recoveries fran large (~67 an) fish do not indicate the counter 

clockwise rrovernent noted for recoveries from small fish. Strong north

ward or westward rrovernent is absent, while the only noticeable rrovernent 

is southward fran the Southeast area into the Charlotte and Vancouver 

area during 1979-81. 
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Tags recovered from nedililTI size fish (;;;57<67 an) have indications 

of l:oth counter clockwise and clockwise rrovement albeit weaker than 

indicated by the sma.11 and large fish respectively. However the slew 

net southward IIDverrent out of the Southeast area from the 1973 release 

and the northward m::werrent fran the 1980 release in the Conception area 

is rrost evident for this size range. 

Many recoveries fran all three size ranges indicate no rroverrent 

frcm area of release. Such recoveries occur in all areas of release 

from rrost any release year where sufficient m:nnbers are recovered. 

There is a high concentration of recoveries from the 1980 and 1981 

release of fish from the southern Conception area off San Diego, 

California, which show no rrovement. 

Also evident in all three figures is the paucity of recoveries from 

the Gulf of Alaska west of the Southeast area prior to 1979. A counter 

clockwise rrovarent of fish from the 1972-73 releases in the Southeast 

area is not evident from any reported tag recoveries in the Gulf of 

Alaska soon after release. However, significant numbers are recovered 

subsequently southward of the Southeast area six or more years after 

release. These fish possibly may have migrated counter clockwise 

initially, but reported recoveries never occurred until after a clock

wise return at a large size. 

Results of tags released by Japan for the sarre size categories at 

release (<57 cm, ;;;57<67 cm, and ~67 cm) are slil111.Brized in figures 4, 5 

and 6. 

Though sorre indications of clockwise rroverrent of small fish occur

red, the indications of counter clockwise rrovement are rrore nurrerous and 

at a higher rate of rroverrent. High rate of rroverrent is indicated by 

near 1 y horizontal traces, as opposed to vertical traces indicating no 

rroverrent £ran release to recovery tine. 
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Recoveries fran large fish shew a distinct clockwise rroverrent fran 

the Gulf of Alaska to the Charlotte, Vancouver and even Colurrbia areas. 

Counter clockwise nnverrents are infrequent and at a slew rate. Direc

tion of nnverrent by large fish is in sharp contrast to the distribution 

of traces of srna.11 fish which indicates predaninantly counter clockwise 

noverrent and rarely nnve frc:rn the central and western Gulf to the 

Charlotte and Vancouver areas. 

The distribution of traces of rredililll size fish shew both counter 

clockwise and clockwise nnvement. 

Small and rredililll size fish shew rroverrent across the Aleutian Chain, 

predaninantly northward from the Gulf to the continental slope of the 

eastern Bering Sea (figure 7 and 8). The fEM recoveries of large fish 

indicated no nnverrent across the Chain (figure 9). 

The infonnation fran tags indicating high rates of nnverrent (400 

n.m. /year) is consolidated from both the NMFS and Japanese data and 

plotted in an age-location graph (figure 10). This graph emphasizes the 

counter clockwise direction of rapid rroverrent of small or young fish and 

the clockwise direction of rapid rroverrent of large or old fish noted 

earlier. However, there is a lack of traces indicating rapid southward 

(<;:lockwise) rroverrent of fish in the areas between Conception and 

Columbia, while the traces of northward nnverrent frc:rn the sane areas 

seem to be predaninantly fran one release in late 1980 near San Diego. 

DISCUSSION 

The size related pattern of movement noted here agrees with results 

reported earlier. Bracken (1982, 1983) reported a trend of small fish 

moving northward and large fish ITDving southward when he examined 

earlier cumulations of the NMFS and Japanese data bases, as well as from 

releases by the Alaska Department of Fish and Garre (ADF&G). Beamish and 

McFarlane (1983) reported migration of juveniles into waters off Alaska 
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from British Columbia waters. Dark (1983) examined an earlier (through 

1981) cumulation of the NMFS data base and noted the size related 

direction of ITDvern2nt and the tendency for lesser rates of rrovei.rent off 

Washington and Oregon. 

It is custana.ry to warn the reader that these are actual recoveries 

and that size selective fisheries nay be seriously biasing the results. 

It is difficult, hcwever, to verify a scenario that would result in the 

observed trends when rrovei.rent is actually randcm. Consider darestic 

fisheries in Southeast Alaska and British Columbia that target on large 

fish and report a high percentage of tag recoveries (this is rrostly true 

for the B. C. area), as opposed to foreign fisheries in the central and 

western Gulf of Alaska which pursue all sizes and have a low reporting 

rate. Such conditions could produce the pattern of traces seen for 

large fish released by Japan (figure 6) when the actual rrovei.rent is 

randcm. The geographical difference in raw tag recoveries could be the 

result of a difference in the product of exploitation rate and reporting 

rate. If at the sarre tine the B. C. fishery has a nearly insignificant 

exploitation of small fish, the pattern of traces observed for small 

fish (figures 1 and 4) could result when m:::>vei.rent is randcm. It is 

difficult to verify a necessarily low rate of recovery. Although a 

rnininrum size limit of approxirrately 55 cm was apparently in force 

(McFarlane and Beamish 1983a), captures of juveniles in the fishery and 

recaptures of juvenile sablefish tagged in B. C. occurred (McFarlane and 

Beamish 1983b). An extrerrely low rate of recovery would be necessary to 

compensate for the low reporting rate in the foreign fishery. 
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Table 1. Latitude and longitude values used when only alternative 
description is given for recovery location in the NMFS file. 

NMFS File 
Description Code Latitude longitude 

Southeast (outside) Area 70 56°00' 136'00' 
Southeast Area 75 56°00' 136°00' 
Southeast (inside) Area 71 56°00' 132°00' 
Southeast (south outside) Area 152 55°00' 134°00' 
Southeast (north outside) Area 154 57°00' 137°00' 
Charlotte Area 60 52°00' 132°00' 
Vancouver (outside) Area 50 49°00' 127°00' 
Vancouver Area 55 49°00' 127°00' 
Vancouver (inside) Area 51 50°00' 125°00'. 
Columbia (outside) Area 40 45°00' 126°00' 
Columbia Area 45 45°00' 126°00' 
Columbia (inside) Area 41 47°00' 123°00' 
Eureka Area 30 42°00' 125°00' 
Eureka Area 35 42°00' 125°00' 
Monterey Area 20 38°00' 124°00' 
Monterey Area 25 38°00' 124°00' 
Concepcion Area 10 34°00' 121°00' 
Concepcion Area 15 34°00' 121°00' 

\. 
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Table 2. La.titude and longitude values used when only alternative 
description is given for recovery location in the JFA ref:X)rts. 

Textual Description 

Area 152 
Area 152 SE 
Area 113 
Area 113 SE 

Area 154 
Area 154 SE 
Naleuarea 
SE Alaska 

Areaseak 

La.titude 

55°00' 
55°00' 
56°00' 
56°00' 

57°00' 
57°00' 
52°00' 
56°00' 

56°00' 

I.Dngitude 

134°00' 
134°00' 
136°00' 
136°00 

136°00' 
136°00' 
180°00' 
136°00 

136°00 

Off Cape cmraney 55°05' 135°30' 
Off Cape Edgecurnbe 57°00' 136°00' 
Off Sitka Sound 57°00' 136°00' 
Off Sitka 57°00' 136°00' 
Off Cross Sound 57°45' 137°00' 
Off Cape Janes 50°50' 127°00' 
Off Khaz Peninsula 57°30' 136°00' 
West Of Cook 50°10' 128°30' 
East of Kodiak Island 57°40' 149°00' 
Off Esperanza 49°47' 127°00' 
Off Chidro Not Located 
NW off Vancouver Island 51°00' 131°00' 
Off Chalk Bay 57°20' 134°40' 
Off Cathe. Island 57°30' 134°50' 
Off Chidryot Not Located 
Off Salisbury Sound 57°20' 137°00' 
Fairweather 58°30' 139°00' 
Triangle Not Located 
Shuma.gin 54°10' 160°00' 
Chatham Strait 57°00' 134°40' 
Cape Cross 57°45' 137°00' 
Coronation Island 55°50' 135°30' 
Fish Market Not Used 
East Aleutian 50°00' 173°00' 
Off Cape Spencer 57°50' 137°30' 
Off Cape Addington 55°10' 134°80' 
Akutan Island 54°20' 166°00' 

(assUired to be in the Bering Sea) 
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Fig. 1 Release-recovery traces of sablefish tagged by NMFS, < 57 cm. at release. 
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Fig. 2. Release-recovery traces of sable fish tagged by NMFS, ~ 57 cm. <.67 cm. at release. 
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Fig. 3. Rel e ase-recovery traces of sablefish tagged by NMFS, ~ 67 cm. at release. 
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Fig. 4. Release-recovery traces of sablefish tagged by JFA, <57 cm. at release. 
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Fig. 5. Release-recovery traces of sable fish tagged by JFA, ~ 57 cm. <. 67 cm. at release. 
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Fig. 6. Release-recovery traces of sablefish tagged by JFA,~ 67 cm. at release. 
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Bering Sea areas, less than 57 cm. at release, 
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Fig. 9. Movement of tagged sablefish released and recovered in the Shumagin, Aleutian, and 

Bering Sea areas, greater than 67 cm. at release. 
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